Translation
Management
SDL Tridion

SDL Tridion Docs and its use of
structured content and the DITA
standard make translations more
accurate, cheaper and faster.

Translations for
a global audience

Managing translations is a critical but often costly part of any content
delivery process. In addition to managing multiple languages,
localized content often involves multiple versions to meet regulatory
compliance for various regions.

SDL Tridion Docs enables you
to redefine your translation
process for in-depth product
and service information,
allowing faster time to market
in more regions.

SDL Tridion Docs translation and localization features

Key benefits

Translations at the click of a button

•

Translation support is automatically built in with direct integration to
industry-leading SDL translation management systems. Because all
SDL translation technologies support DITA XML, there’s no better way
to ensure content translation.

Streamlined and
integrated translation
processes

•

Translation reuse

•

Automated version
management for
translated content

•

Increased consistency

•

Automated desktop
publishing (DTP)

•

Cost reductions

Translation tracking
You can track the status of publications in translation. When used
in conjunction with SDL translation technologies, this information
is updated in real time, so you can always report on the most up to
date publications, cost, time and expected completion dates.
Automated publishing
SDL Tridion Docs fully automates publishing technical content into a
variety of formats – allowing you to eliminate desktop publishing for
translated versions. The dramatic time and cost savings can then be
invested elsewhere.

Translation Management

Multimedia translations
By detecting the language of source images, SDL Tridion Docs
only requires a single link to a multimedia file across all language
versions of a document.
Manual translation support
Working with a language service provider that doesn’t use
SDL translation technology? No problem. You can always import
and export DITA to and from your preferred localization partner.

Find out more: sdl.com/tridion
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